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Abstract

The nanoscale organization of enzymes associated with the dynamics of second messengers is criti-

cal for ensuring compartmentation and localization of signaling molecules in cells. Specifically, the

spatiotemporal orchestration of cAMP and Ca2+ oscillations is critical for many cellular functions.

Previous experimental studies have shown that the formation of nanodomains of A-kinase anchoring

protein 79/150 (AKAP150) and adenylyl cyclase 8 (AC8) on the surface of pancreatic MIN6 β cells

modulates the phase of Ca2+-cAMP oscillations. In this work, we develop computational models of
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the Ca2+/cAMP pathway and AKAP/AC nanodomain formation that give rise to two important pre-

dictions: first, the in-phase and out-of-phase oscillations associated with Ca2+-cAMP dynamics on

and away from the nanodomains can be explained by an incoherent feedforward loop. Second, the

formation of these nanodomains can be explained by Turing patterns. Factors such as cellular surface-

to-volume ratio, compartment size, and distance between nanodomains do not affect the existence of

in-phase or perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+/cAMP oscillation, but some of these factors can affect the time

delay for the perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+/cAMP oscillation. Finally, we predict that both the Turing

pattern-generated nanodomains and experimentally measured nanodomains demonstrate the existence

of in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+/cAMP oscillation when the AC8 is at a low level, consis-

tent with the behavior of an incoherent feedforward loop. These findings unveil the key circuit motif

that governs cAMP and Ca2+ oscillations and advance our understanding of how nanodomains can

lead to spatial compartmentation of second messengers.

1 Introduction

Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and Ca2+ are key second messengers that regulate several

cellular functions, including muscle contraction, neuronal excitability, cell migration, metabolism,

endocytosis, plasma membrane repair, and immune function [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The execution of these

cellular functions relies on both the temporal dynamics and the spatial distribution of cAMP and

Ca2+. The temporal dynamics of cAMP and Ca2+ play crucial roles in many biological systems. For

example, changes in the cAMP level and downstream protein kinase A (PKA) are connected with

tumorigenesis, invasion, metastasis and drug resistance [7, 8, 9], and an increase in cAMP levels

inhibits hepatocellular carcinoma cell proliferation [10] and induces the apoptosis of glioblastoma

cells [11]; Ca2+ frequency can be decoded by downstream Ca2+ sensors and translated into distinct

cellular responses [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In addition to tightly regulated temporal control, cAMP and

Ca2+ are highly spatially compartmentalized at the plasma membrane and cellular organelles [17, 18,

19]. If this spatial compartmentalization is disrupted, it may lead to changes in signaling pathways and

gene expression [20, 21, 22], as well as pathological conditions such as cell apoptosis [22], abnormal

insulin secretion [23], heart dysfunction [3, 24, 25], familial breast cancer [26], and schizophrenia

[27].

The temporal dynamics of cAMP and Ca2+ usually demonstrate oscillatory behaviors in many
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cell types including neurons [28, 29], cardiomyocytes [30], and pancreatic β cells [31]. Given the

importance of spatiotemporal orchestration of Ca2+ and cAMP function, understanding the biochem-

ical and biophysical mechanisms that govern their oscillations is very important. Mathematical and

computational modeling can aid in deciphering how different cellular features play a role in governing

these oscillations [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Previously, we showed that the frequency of Ca2+-cAMP

oscillations depends on the geometry of dendritic spines in neurons [38, 39]. In this study, we focus

on cAMP and Ca2+ oscillations in pancreatic β cells because of their critical role in insulin secretion.

The pathway regulating the insulin secretion in pancreatic β cells is as follows: an increase in blood

glucose leads to the increase in the cytosolic ATP/ADP ratio in the pancreatic β cell [40]; then, ATP-

sensitive potassium channel (KATP) channel closes, inducing the influx of Ca2+ and subsequent insulin

vesicle exocytosis [41, 42]. During this insulin secretion process, the cAMP pathway is also acti-

vated: increased Ca2+ level also stimulates the activation of adenylyl cyclase type 8 (AC8), and AC8

improves the cAMP production, followed by protein kinase A (PKA) activation. Furthermore, cAMP

level is also controlled by the Ca2+-dependent PDE1C (phosphodiesterase 1C; denoted as PDE for

simplicity) in pancreatic β cells, because this PDE is activated by Ca2+ and then mediates the transient

cAMP decreases [32]. The activated cAMP/PKA pathway affects cellular excitability, Ca2+ signals,

exocytosis, cell viability, and cell–cell interactions [31, 43, 44]. Disturbances in this pathway may be

associated with diabetes [45].

The cross-talk between Ca2+ and cAMP is vital for the proper function of pancreatic β cells. Such

cross-talk is achieved by the highly connected spatiotemporal organization between cAMP and Ca2+

in pancreatic β cells. On the one hand, the temporal dynamics of Ca2+ and cAMP in pancreatic β cells

show synchronized oscillations, and this oscillation is initiated and modulated by PKA [46]. Recently,

experiments showed that the synchronized oscillation of these two second messengers exhibits distinct

phase delay at different membrane locations. For example, the membrane nanodomain formed by

plasma membrane (PM)-localized scaffold protein A-kinase anchoring protein 79 (AKAP79; rodent

ortholog AKAP150) [32] (Figure 1A). AKAP79/150 is a multivalent scaffold protein that associates

with itself to form nanodomains. Additionally, AKAP79/150s also can recruit signaling molecules to

cell membrane, including PKA, the voltage-gated Ca2+ channel CaV1.2, Protein Kinase C (PKC), the

Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein phosphatase calcineurin, Ca2+-sensitive ACs, and AMPA recep-

tors [47]. On membrane nanodomains formed by A-kinase anchoring proteins 79/150 (AKAP79/150)

and AC8 (referred to as the AKAP/AC nanodomains), Ca2+ and cAMP were found to oscillate in-
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phase, i.e., without any phase difference. Away from the membrane AKAP/AC nanodomains, Ca2+

and cAMP oscillate out-of-phase. This discovery that membrane nanodomains of AKAP79/150 and

AC8 can modulate the in- and out-of-phase oscillations of cAMP-Ca2+ leads to interesting questions

about the biochemical and biophysical mechanisms that regulate the formation of these nanodomains

and coordinate the spatiotemporal dynamics of these critical second messengers. Can the dynamics

of in- and out-of-phase oscillations of Ca2+ and cAMP be explained by a simple network motif? Does

subcellular compartment size affect these phase shifts? How do patterns of nanodomains form on the

membrane and how do multiple nanodomains affect these oscillatory patterns? We sought to answer

these questions using computational modeling.
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Figure 1: The phase regulation of Ca2+-cAMP oscillation and corresponding mathematical mod-

eling. (A) Schematic showing out-of-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation outside the nanodomain and in-

phase behavior when localized to AKAP/AC nanodomains. This schematic is designed based on ex-

periments in [32] (created with BioRender.com). (B) In this work, we aim to explore the biochemical

mechanism of the phase difference (or time delay) between Ca2+ and cAMP oscillation and study the

possible contributing factors. (C) Mathematical modeling of the AKAP-Ca2+-cAMP circuit. On the

left-hand side, the diagram of the signaling pathway is shown; the solid arrow indicates production,

degradation, or binding events, and the dashed arrow indicates the regulation effect that usually does

not consume the reactants. On the right-hand side, the simulation domain is a hexagonal prism, which

is only a small compartment of one cell (created with BioRender.com). In this compartment, the top

surface (yellow area) denotes the cell membrane; the AKAP/AC nanodomain (the large patch in red)

is located on the cell membrane; the volume under the top surface is cytosol. Molecules (dots in gray

and orange) can diffuse in the cytosol or on the membrane depending on the location of the molecule.

(D) A single AKAP/AC nanodomain was modeled using a Gaussian distribution. (E) Interactions

between AC and AKAP that can generate a Turing pattern.

2 Results

In this work, we developed two classes of models – a 3D reaction-diffusion model to simulate the

dynamics of cAMP and Ca2+ and a Turing pattern model with steric hindrace to simulate the formation

of AKAP/AC nanodomains. For the 3D reaction-diffusion model, we defined preexisting AKAP/AC

nanodomains and focused on the dynamics of cAMP and Ca2+. We used this model to investigate

how activities of AC and PDE, cellular compartment size, and pattern of nanodomains affect the in-

and out-of-phase oscillations of Ca2+ and cAMP (Figure 1B). To understand how nanodomains might

form, we used a Turing model with steric repulsion [48] to characterize the regimes in which stable

AKAP/AC nanodomains might arise. Finally, to investigate how the nanodomain patterns might affect

the in- and out-of-phase oscillations, we used patterns from both the Turing model and experimentally

generated STORM data as the initial distribution of AKAP/AC nanodomains and predicted that both

the pattern of AKAP/AC nanodomains and AC activities are critical in controlling the phase behavior

of Ca2+-cAMP. These results provide insights into the biochemical and biophysical mechanisms that
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regulate the spatiotemporal dynamics of Ca2+ and cAMP.

2.1 Phase oscillations of Ca2+ and cAMP are driven by active AC and PDE

We first simulated the dynamics of Ca2+ and cAMP using the 3D reaction-diffusion model described

in Section S1. We briefly describe the model below. We considered 22 state variables in total (Figure

1C), where 13 chemical species are in the cytosol (non-highlighted species in Figure 1C) and the rest

are on the membrane (highlighted in yellow in Figure 1C). The reactions among these chemical species

are briefly introduced below (See Section S1 for details): the increase of Ca2+ in the cytosol leads to

the activation of inactive PDE (Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase) in the cytosol (v4-5) and inactive

AC (Adenylyl cyclase) on AKAP/AC nanodomains through CaM (calmodulin) (v1-3 and v6-8); next,

the active AC (denoted as AC*) on AKAP/AC nanodomains enhances the synthesis of cAMP (v9),

and the active PDE (denoted as PDE*) improves the degradation of the cAMP in the cytosol (v10-13);

the change in the cAMP level will affect PKA (protein kinase A) in the cytosol (v14-20), and the latter

will regulate the dynamics of Ca2+ by interacting with membrane voltage (v21-25). These reactions

include negative feedback, incoherent feedback loop, and Hodgkin-Huxley model, and thus are able

to generate oscillation. The settings for AKAP/AC nanodomain and compartment are the same as the

calculations in [32]: at time 0 there is only one AKAP/AC nanodomain located at the center of the cell

membrane, which is modeled by a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of 25 nm (Section S1

and Figure 1D); the compartment has a height of 600 nm and width of 400 nm (Section S1 and Figure

2A). Furthermore, we chose periodic boundaries for the six surfaces surrounding the compartment, so

that many compartments can assemble to form a large cell domain without any discontinuity.

Next, we used the above model to simulate the dynamics of Ca2+ and cAMP when there is only

one AKAP/AC nanodomain existing in the center of the membrane. Since the cAMP dynamics at the

cell membrane have been experimentally well studied in [32], we also focused on the dynamics of

Ca2+ and cAMP at the cell membrane. Due to the radial symmetry of the AKAP/AC nanodomain,

we only need to focus on dynamics in the line from the center to the right edge of the cell membrane

(white line in Figure 2B) and used x to denote the distance from the center to the location of interest at

cell membrane. We found that, the time delay between Ca2+ and cAMP peak time is zero when x = 0

and near 25 seconds when x is larger than 50 nm (Figure 2B), indicating the in-phase behavior at the

AKAP/AC nanodomain and out-of-phase behavior outside AKAP/AC nanodomain. This conclusion is
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consistent with the simulation results in [32]. The transition happens at x= 48 nm, which is nearly two

times of standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution; this suggests that the out-of-phase behavior

also occurs at a low but non-zero level of AC*.

To explore why there is a sharp transition of the time delay when changing from AKAP/AC nan-

odomain to the general membrane, we plotted the normalized dynamics of Ca2+ and cAMP when

x = 0, 49, and 200 nm (Figure 2C). Here, normalization indicates that the concentration is divided by

the maximum value at a specific location during the time interval [0, 1200] seconds. The dynamics of

Ca2+ remain unchanged at different locations (red lines in Figure 2C) because of the fast diffusion of

Ca2+. In contrast, the dynamics of cAMP are different at different locations: peaks of cAMP at x = 0

are in-phase with Ca2+, those at x = 49 nm are either in-phase or out-of-phase with Ca2+ and those at

x = 200 nm are out-of-phase with Ca2+. Here, out-of-phase behavior denotes any non-zero difference

in the phase between two oscillatory trajectories. These results indicate that the in-phase peak dom-

inates on the AKAP/AC nanodomain while the out-of-phase peak dominates outside the AKAP/AC

nanodomain.
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Figure 2: Phase oscillations of Ca2+ and cAMP are driven by active AC and PDE. (A) The sim-

ulation domain and initial condition of AC and AKAP. The compartment and the assumption of one

AKAP/AC nanodomain are the same as those in [32]. (B) The time delay between Ca2+ and cAMP as

a function of the distance x to the AKAP/AC nanodomain. The time delay is defined as the difference

of peak time between Ca2+ and cAMP. (C) The dynamics of Ca2+ (in red) and cAMP (in blue) at

x = 0, x = 49 nm, and x = 200 nm. For better visualization, the dynamics at x = 49 are plotted in

a separate panel (lower panel). (D) Kymographs depicting the dynamics for Ca2+, active AC (AC*),

and active PDE (PDE*) at different locations at the cell membrane. The x coordinate is the time, and

the y coordinate is the distance x present in (B). Trough time and peak are indicated by a plus sign and

triangle, respectively. Here, the peak time is the time when the concentration of species reaches the

maximal value, and the trough time the minimal value. (E) Comparisons between Ca2+ trough time

and AC* trough time (left; plus sign), between Ca2+ peak time and AC* peak time (left; triangle),

between Ca2+ trough time and PDE* trough time (right; plus sign), and between Ca2+ peak time and

PDE* peak time (right; triangle). The diagonal line indicates the equality of the x-axis and y-axis.

(F) Kymograph depicting cAMP dynamics. The color intensity indicates the normalized cAMP level.

The plus sign and triangle denote the cAMP peak time when x is large and small, respectively. (G)

Comparisons between AC* peak time and cAMP peak time on the AKAP/AC nanodomain (left), and

between PDE* trough time and cAMP peak time outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain (right).

To understand the kinetics of in-phase and out-of-phase cAMP peaks, we first analyzed the dy-

namics of the immediate upstream species: Ca2+, active AC (AC*), and active PDE (PDE*). We

plotted the dynamics of concentrations of these three species at the cell membrane (Figure 2D), and

then calculated the trough and peak time (marked by the plus sign or triangle). Here, the trough (or

peak) time is defined as the time when the concentration of species reaches the minimum (or maxi-

mum) value. For Ca2+, due to its fast diffusion, the trough and peak times remain unchanged when the

location x varies (upper panel in Figure 2D). As for AC*, its peak and trough times also do not change

when the location x varies between 0 and 20 nm, but these peak and trough times cannot be defined at

x > 20 nm because of the low AC* level outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain (middle panel in Figure

2D). The PDE* shows similar behavior as Ca2+, that is, the trough and peak times for PDE* are fixed

no matter how the location x changes (lower panel in Figure 2D). Next, we compared these times
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between Ca2+ and AC* and between Ca2+ and PDE* (Figure 2E). We found that, the AC* trough time

at x < 20 nm is the same as that for Ca2+, and so is the peak time (left panel in Figure 2D). Similarly,

the trough and peak times for PDE* also match the trough and peak times for Ca2+, respectively (right

panel in Figure 2D). These consistencies in the trough and peak time may be caused by the strong

activation from Ca2+ to AC* (v4-5 in Table S2) and from Ca2+ to PDE* (v1-8 in Table S2). Further-

more, these consistencies indicate that the AC* on the nanodomain and PDE* at the entire membrane

exhibit in-phase oscillation with Ca2+.

After analyzing the dynamics of upstream species of cAMP, we turned to explore how these dy-

namics may affect in-phase and out-of-phase behaviors of cAMP. We plotted the dynamics of the

normalized cAMP level at different locations at the cell membrane (Figure 2F), and then compared

the cAMP peak time with PDE* trough time or AC* peak time (Figure 2G). The cAMP concentra-

tion for each x is normalized by the maximal value during the entire time interval [0, 1200] seconds.

From the dynamics of the normalized cAMP level (Figure 2F), we can find that the cAMP peak time

shifts from left to right when the location x decreases. Moreover, the cAMP peak time is the same

as the AC* peak time when x is small (left panel in Figure 2G), but equal to the PDE* trough time

when x is large (right panel in Figure 2G). These results suggest the in-phase AC*-cAMP oscilla-

tion on the AKAP/AC nanodomain and perfectly out-of-phase PDE*-cAMP oscillation outside the

AKAP/AC nanodomain. Since AC* catalyzes the cAMP synthesis (v9 in Table S2) and PDE* en-

hances the cAMP degradation (v12 in Table S2), these perfectly out-of-phase and in-phase behaviors

may result from the competition between AC*-induced cAMP production and PDE*-induced cAMP

degradation. On the AKAP/AC nanodomain, the AC* level is much higher than PDE*, and thus the

activation from AC* dominates, leading to in-phase AC*-cAMP oscillation. In contrast, outside the

AKAP/AC nanodomain, the AC* shows low values, and thus the cAMP levels are mainly governed

by the action of PDE*; PDE* inhibits the cAMP level by enhancing the cAMP degradation, resulting

in perfectly out-of-phase PDE*-cAMP oscillation. When combined with the observation of in-phase

Ca2+-AC* oscillation on the nanodomain and in-phase Ca2+-PDE* oscillation at the entire membrane,

the cAMP is in-phase with Ca2+ on the AKAP/AC nanodomain but perfectly out-of-phase with Ca2+

outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain.
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2.2 Experimental data supports model predictions of in- and perfectly out-of-phase

Ca2+-cAMP oscillations

We summarized the mechanism of in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillations in

Figure 3A. The origin of the stimulus is the Ca2+ oscillation, which is uniformly distributed spatially

due to rapid diffusion. Ca2+ dynamics affects the phase of the cAMP by two species AC* and PDE*,

whose dynamics are as follows: the PDE* oscillation at the entire cell membrane is in-phase with

Ca2+ through the activation from Ca2+ to PDE* (v1-3 and v6-8 in Table S2). On the AKAP/AC nan-

odomain, AC* is not only in high concentration but also in-phase with Ca2+ since the Ca2+ catalyzes

the activation of AC* (v4-5 in Table S2) whereas outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain, AC* is in low

concentration, because AC is in low concentration outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain. As a result,

on the AKAP/AC nanodomain, the enriched AC* enhances the cAMP production (v9 in Table S2),

driving the cAMP oscillation become in-phase with AC*; outside the nanodomain, the AC* level is

much smaller than the PDE* level, and the latter degrades cAMP (v12 in Table S2), causing per-

fectly out-of-phase cAMP oscillation with PDE*. Since AC* on the nanodomain and PDE* on the

entire membrane are both in-phase with Ca2+, the cAMP oscillation is also in-phase with Ca2+ on the

nanodomain and perfectly out-of-phase with Ca2+ outside the nanodomain.
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Figure 3: Experimental data supports model predictions of in- and perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+-

cAMP oscillations. (A) Schematic of the dependence of time delay between Ca2+ and cAMP on

the interplay between active AC and PDE. The arrow thickness indicates the regulation strength: the

thicker the arrow is, the stronger the regulation is. On the AKAP/AC nanodomain, the active AC

dominates, driving the in-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation. However, the active PDE dominates outside

the AKAP/AC nanodomain, leading to perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation. (B) The ex-

perimentally observed in-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation on the AKAP/AC nanodomain and perfectly

out-of-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain. The in-phase Ca2+-cAMP

oscillation is illustrated by the same cAMP peak time and Ca2+ peak time; the perfectly out-of-phase

Ca2+-cAMP oscillation is indicated by the same cAMP peak time and Ca2+ trough time. These peak

or trough time data (circular makers) are from Tenner et al., eLife, 2020[32], and the black line denotes

the diagonal line.

We tested the model predictions against previously published experimental data in [32]. First,

we extracted the time when the response of the cAMP biosensor reaches the highest value, and then

denoted this time as the cAMP peak time. In [32], two types of cAMP biosensors were used. The

AKAP/AC nanodomain-specific cAMP biosensor provides the cAMP peak time on the AKAP/AC

nanodomain, and the plasma membrane-specific cAMP biosensor gives the cAMP peak time out-

side the AKAP/AC nanodomain. These peak times from two types of cAMP biosensors are the y-

coordinates in Figure 3B. Next, we extracted the time when the response of the Ca2+ biosensor reaches

the highest value and lowest value, and denoted them as Ca2+ peak and Ca2+ trough time respectively

(x coordinates in Figure 3B). We found that the cAMP peak time on the AKAP/AC nanodomain is

close to Ca2+ peak time (left panel in Figure 3B), suggesting the in-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation.

However, the cAMP peak time outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain is the same as the Ca2+ trough

time (right panel in Figure 3B). This means that the phase difference between the Ca2+ and cAMP

is exactly half of the period, which is perfectly out-of-phase. Therefore, these experiment results are

consistent with the numerical predictions from our model with respect to the in-phase and perfectly

out-of-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation. It should be noted that, although the in-phase behavior has been

extensively studied in [32], the perfect property of the out-of-phase behavior was first discovered in

this work.
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2.3 A simple incoherent feedforward loop explains in-phase oscillation and perfectly

out-of-phase oscillation

The above analyses demonstrate the role of AC* and PDE* in regulating the phase difference between

Ca2+ and cAMP. However, the complexity of the biochemical circuit involved in the regulation of

Ca2+ and cAMP dynamics (Figure 1C) prevents us from identifying if AC* and PDE* are sufficient

conditions for such phase regulation. We next investigated if a simple circuit model could shed light

on the main control elements of the phase difference. The signal, which mimics Ca2+ concentration,

is set to be a sine wave plus a constant 1.1, where the constant 1.1 ensures the positive sign of the

signal (Figure 4A). Furthermore, we assumed that the signal affects output paradoxically. On one

hand, the signal improves the production of output and on the other hand, the signal increases the

output degradation (Figure 4B). The circuit with two pathways with opposite effects from the input to

the output is usually called as incoherent feedforward loop [49], and can exhibit different biological

functions under certain conditions [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. These regulatory reactions are used

to mimic the effect of Ca2+ on cAMP caused by AC* and PDE*: Ca2+ enhances the cAMP production

by the activation of AC; at the same time, Ca2+ improves the cAMP degradation by the activation

of PDE. Therefore, the output can be regarded as the cAMP. The mathematical model of this simple

incoherent feedforward loop is written as follows:

dx

dt
= vS(t) + k1 −m[S(t) + k2]x (1)

where S(t) and x denote the concentration of signal and output, respectively. v is the activation

strength caused by signal, k1 is the basal production rate constant, m is the degradation rate constant

and k2 captures the feedback of x on the degradation. Without loss of generality, we can set m = 1

and obtain (see Section S2 for details):

dx

dt
= vS(t) + k1 − [S(t) + k2]x. (2)
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Figure 4: A simple incoherent feedforward loop explains in-phase oscillation and perfectly out-

of-phase oscillation. (A) The signal used in the simple ODE model. We used a sine wave sin(t)+1.1

as the signal S(t) to mimic the dynamics of Ca2+, where 1.1 is to ensure the positive sign of the signal.

(B) Schematic of the ODE model. We constructed a simple circuit with only two regulatory links: one

is the activation from the signal S(t) to the output x(t); the other is the inhibition from the signal S(t)

to the output x(t). This circuit captures the positive role of Ca2+ not only in the cAMP production

through active AC but also in the cAMP degradation through active PDE. The equation describing the

dynamics of x(t) is shown in the right panel. (C) The dynamics of S(t) (red) and x(t) (blue) under

different values of k1 and k2, and v. Values of k1 and k2 are labeled over the plots. Values of v are

indicated by the intensity of blue color (the darker the blue is, the higher the v is): v = [0, 2, 3.1, 4, 6]

(i), v = [0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3] (ii), and v = [0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3] (iii). The trough and peak of x(t) are marked by

the dashed and solid lines, respectively. (D) The time delay between S(t) and x(t) as a function of the

signal strength v for different values of k1 and k2. Three values of k2 are considered: 0.1 (i), 1 (ii),

and 10 (iii). In each panel, k1 is changed from 10−1 to 100.5, shown in different colors and markers.

The stars in each panel indicate the parameters used in (C).

This first-order linear ODE lacks a closed form solution. Therefore, we turned to numerical so-

lutions to evaluate how the different parameters affected the output as a function of the input. We

varied the value of the activation strength v, which mimics the effect of AC*, from small (away from

the nanodomain) to large (center of the nanodomain). We postulated that if the oscillation behav-

ior of x(t) is perfectly out-of-phase with small v and then becomes in-phase with increased v, then

this simple incoherent feedforward loop is sufficient to generate similar results observed in the 3D

reaction-diffusion model. We found that, with small values of the basal production rate constant k1

and the x-induced degradation rate k2, increasing activation strength v cannot lead to the transition

from perfectly out-of-phase to in-phase behavior between the input and output (Figure 4C (i-ii)), but

given large k1 and k2 we can recover the proposed v dependence (Figure 4C (iii)). In Figure 4C (iii),

when v is small, the output peak time is the same as the signal trough time (the dashed line in Figure

4C (iii)), indicating the perfectly out-of-phase oscillation; when v is large, the output peak time is the

signal peak time (the solid line in Figure 4C (iii)), suggesting an in-phase oscillation. However, we

didn’t observe the emergence of two peaks given the kinetic parameters, which were found during the
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transition from in-phase to perfectly out-of-phase oscillation (lower panel in Figure 2C). The failure

to observe two peaks in the simple ODE model may be because this simple ODE model neglects other

reactions that also consume cAMP, such as the binding of cAMP and R2C2 (v14 in Figure 1C), the

binding of cAMP and AKAP – R2C2 (v19 in Figure 1C). To quantitatively identify the phase differ-

ence, we calculated the time delay of peaks between x(t) and S(t) for several combinations of k1

and k2 (Figure 4D). The relationship between the time delay and phase behavior is as follows – if

the time delay is half of the signal period, that is, π, the perfectly out-of-phase oscillation is achieved

while zero time delay corresponds to the in-phase oscillation. We found that the x-induced degrada-

tion rate k2 is more important than the basal production rate constant k1 in producing the desired v

dependence. If k2 is small, it is impossible to achieve perfectly out-of-phase and in-phase oscillations

even with different values of k1 (Figure 4D (i-ii)); only the large k2 can lead to perfectly out-of-phase

and in-phase oscillations under different values of v (Figure 4D (iii)). Furthermore, the role of the

basal production rate constant k1 is to shift the critical value of activation strength v that causes the

transition from the perfectly out-of-phase to the in-phase. In conclusion, the exploration of the simple

incoherent feedforward loop not only validates the sufficiency of the role of AC* and PDE* in driving

phase difference, but also suggests the mechanism of perfectly out-of-phase and in-phase oscillations

— a large basal degradation rate (i.e., k2 in the equation (2)). Thus, by simulating the dynamics of the

output governed by the equation (2), we validated that such a simple incoherent feedforward loop is

sufficient to produce in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase oscillations.

2.4 Simulation results predict the role of AC in driving the in-phase behavior and

decreasing time delay for perfectly out-of-phase behavior

Since the above analyses for a simple incoherent feedforward loop suggest the role of AC* in control-

ling the phase behavior of Ca2+-cAMP, we tested whether the AC activity in the 3D reaction-diffusion

model also plays a similar role. Therefore, we decreased the maximal concentration of AC to 75%,

50%, and 25% of the original value, and then simulated the 3D reaction-diffusion model (Figure

5A-C). We found that the in-phase behavior on AKAP/AC nanodomains and perfectly out-of-phase

behavior outside AKAP/AC nanodomains still exist for the 75% and 50% cases (Figure 5A-B and

D), but only perfectly out-of-phase behavior appears for the 25% case (Figure 5C-D). These results

are consistent with the effect of activation strength v, because a small value of v usually leads to out-
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of-phase behavior. In addition to the effect of AC activity on the phase difference between Ca2+ and

cAMP, AC activity also influences the time delay for the perfectly out-of-phase behavior, that is, the

higher the AC activity is, the shorter the time delay is (Figure 5E).
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Figure 5: Simulation results predict the role of AC in driving the in-phase behavior and decreas-

ing time delay for perfectly out-of-phase behavior. (A-C) The dynamics of Ca2+ and cAMP at

different locations when the AC level is varied. The AC concentration is 75% (A), 50% (B), and 25%

(C) of the original value. (D) The in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase cAMP behavior in (A-C). (E)

The time delay of peaks between Ca2+ and cAMP as a function of the distance x in (A-B). The x has

the same definition as that in Figure 2B.

2.5 Cellular compartment size determines the time delay for the perfectly out-of-phase

Ca2+-cAMP oscillation

Having analyzed the biochemical mechanisms that regulate the Ca2+-cAMP phase difference, we next

turn our attention to the biophysical properties that may regulate the spatiotemporal dynamics of cell

signaling, including the compartment size to investigate how it influences this phase difference. First,

we tested the effect of the compartment size by doubling the height (Figure 6A), doubling the width

(Figure 6B), or doubling both the height and width (Figure 6C). This effectively changes the surface-

to-volume ratio of the cellular compartment. Similar to the original compartment (Figure 2A), these

large compartments all lead to in-phase cAMP oscillation on the AKAP/AC nanodomains and per-

fectly out-of-phase cAMP oscillation outside the AKAP/AC nanodomains (Figure 6A-D). However,

the time delay for the perfectly out-of-phase behavior differs (Figure 6E): it is near 25 seconds for

the original compartment (black dashed line in Figure 6E), 50 seconds for the compartments with the

double width or double height (red and cyan lines in Figure 6E), and 120 seconds for the compartment

with double width and height (yellow line in Figure 6E). The compartment with the double width and

that with double height have different sizes but similar time delay, indicating that the compartment

size cannot monotonically determine the time delay (also see Figure S1). Nevertheless, by comparing

these large compartments with the original compartment, we predict that the time delay for the per-

fectly out-of-phase cAMP oscillation depends on the compartment size, and the large compartment

size tends to induce a long time delay.
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Figure 6: Cellular compartment size determines the time delay for the perfectly out-of-phase

Ca2+-cAMP oscillation. (A) The Ca2+ and cAMP dynamics for a double-width compartment. Dy-

namics on the AKAP/AC nanodomain (i) and at the edge of the compartment (ii) are shown. (B-C)

Same plots as (A) except the compartment size. The compartment is doubled in height in (B) and

doubled in both height and width in (C). (D) The in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase oscillations in

(A-C). (E) The time delay in (A-C) as a function of the distance x to the nanodomain. The lower panel

shows the magnified view of the Ca2+ and cAMP dynamics when x is close to the critical value, which

is defined as the time when the transition of time delay occurs.

2.6 AKAP/AC nanodomain formation can be explained by Turing patterns

Thus far, we focused on the impact of preexisting nanodomains. We next investigated the conditions

that could lead to the formation of nanodomains. Inspired by work done by others on the formation

of membrane receptor nanodomains [48, 57, 58, 59, 60], we focused on a Turing model with steric

interactions [48]. This model is summarized as follows (Figure 1E):
∂r

∂t
= −b

(
r − s

s

1− r − s

1− r − s
r
)
−m1

1− r − s

1− r − s
(r − r) +m2

1− r − s

1− r − s

r

r
(s− s)

+Dr∇[(1− s)∇r + r∇s]

∂s

∂t
= −β

(
s− 1− r − s

1− r − s
s
)
+ µ

1− r − s

1− r − s

s

s
(s− s) +Ds∇[(1− r)∇s+ s∇r].

(3)

In the equation (3), r and s denote the normalized AC and AKAP concentration, respectively. AKAP

works as a scaffold to recruit AC to cell membrane, and AC inhibits the recruitment of AKAP by steric

repulsion similar to the model presented in [48]. r and s are the value of r and s at homogeneous steady

state. b and β are the unbinding rates of the AC and AKAP from the cell membrane, respectively; m1

and m2 are the binding rates of the AC to cell membrane caused by itself and the AKAP, respectively;

µ is the self-recruitment rate of AKAP; Dr and Ds are diffusion coefficients. The values of these

kinetic parameters are listed in Table S6.

We simulated the above Turing model in a hexagonal domain of 800 nm for different combinations

of kinetic parameters (Figure 7A). We found that three patterns arise: a homogeneous steady state

where AC (denoted by r) and AKAP (denoted by s) are both uniformly distributed (lower left panel

in Figure 7A), Turing pattern 1 where AC and AKAP are co-localized (lower middle panel in Figure

7A), and Turing pattern 2 where AC and AKAP repel each other (lower right panel in Figure 7A). We
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found that the Turing pattern usually occurs when the ratio of the diffusion coefficient of AC to the

diffusion coefficient of AKAP (i.e., Dr/Ds) is large (area in red and yellow in the upper left panel

in Figure 7A), which is consistent with the condition of Turing instability. However, the large ratio

leads to the transition from Turing pattern 1 to Turing pattern 2. Taken together with the fact that

AC is co-localized with AKAP in MIN6 β cells [32], our model predicts that the ratio of diffusion

coefficients Dr/Ds is a critical determinant of nanodomain formation with Turing pattern 1. We note

that while Turing pattern 2 is a mathematically admissible solution, its relevance to cell signaling

is as yet unknown. Furthermore, colocalization and nanodomain formation are not sensitive to the

unbinding rate of the AC (denoted by b) but have a strict requirement on the unbinding rate of the

AKAP, binding rate of the AC to cell membrane caused by AKAP, and the self-recruitment rate of

AKAP (denoted by β, m2, and µ, respectively) (upper middle and upper right panels in Figure 7A).
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Figure 7: AKAP/AC nanodomain formation can be explained by Turing patterns. (A) The phase

diagram of Turing pattern for parameters vr and vs (upper left panel), β and b (upper middle panel),

and m2 and µ (upper right panel). Three patterns occur in the parameter space: the first is that the AC

(denoted by r) and AKAP (denoted by s) are uniformly distributed; the second is the Turing pattern

where the AKAP and AC are co-localized, which is denoted as Turing pattern 1; the third is also a

Turing pattern but the AC level is high outside the AKAP cluster, which is referred to as Turing pattern

2. Typical distributions of AC and AKAP for these three types of pattern are shown in lower panels.

The marker over the plot indicates the value of Dr, Ds, β, b, m2 and µ. (B) The dynamics of Ca2+

and cAMP on (i) or outside AKAP/AC nanodomains (ii) when initial conditions of AC and AKAP are

re-scaled from the lower middle panel in (A). When the maximal concentration of AC is same as that

in Figure 6, the cAMP oscillates in phase with Ca2+ on and outside AKAP/AC nanodomains (upper

right panel); when the AC level is one eighth of that in Figures 6, the cAMP oscillates in phase with

Ca2+ on AKAP/AC nanodomains but out of phase with Ca2+ outside AKAP/AC nanodomains (lower

right panel). (C) The in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase oscillations in (B). (D) The time delay in

(B) as a function of the distance x to the center of AKAP/AC nanodomains.

We next investigated the phase behavior of Ca2+-cAMP in these Turing pattern-based nanodomains.

To do so, we used the Turing pattern in the lower middle panel in Figure 7A as the initial condition

of AKAP/AC nanodomains in the system described by equation (S1) (left panel in Figure 7B; also

see Section S4). In this case, we have experimentally informed patterns but do not know the concen-

trations of the species. Since the simple ODE model indicates biochemical activity is important, we

used the concentration of AC as free parameters and conducted a parameter variation. During this

parameter variation, the largest concentration of AKAP on the AKAP/AC nanodomain was fixed to

9600 copies /μm2 to ensure the consistency with simulation results in Figure 6. The first rescaling set

the largest concentration of AC on the AKAP/AC nanodomain to 9600 copies /μm2, which was used

in Figure 6. Given this re-scaling, the in-phase cAMP oscillation exists not only on AKAP/AC nan-

odomains but also outside AKAP/AC nanodomains (upper right panel in Figure 7B). This is consistent

with our previous finding of in-phase oscillations on the AKAP/AC nanodomain but not consistent

with the perfectly out-of-phase oscillations outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain. Next, we decreased

the concentration of AC to 12.5% of the previous value, and thus the largest AC concentration on
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the AKAP/AC nanodomain becomes 1200 copies /μm2. We found the emergence of perfectly out-

of-phase cAMP oscillation outside AKAP/AC nanodomains (lower right panel in Figure 7B; Figure

7C-D). Thus, our model predicted that Turing pattern 1 combined with the ratio of AC to AKAP is

critical in regulating the phase behavior of Ca2+-cAMP. This prediction demonstrates the importance

of both pattern formation and biochemical activity in Ca2+-cAMP oscillation.

2.7 Prediction of the time delay from a realistic distribution of AKAP/AC nanodomains

Finally, we extended our analysis to the realistic distribution of AKAP/AC nanodomains from AC8

STORM data in [32]. This analysis allows us to relax the previous assumptions of the nanodomains

as either Gaussian distribution or Turing pattern and test our models in experimentally observed nan-

odomain distributions. To do this, we selected one square area with a length of 1000 nm from the

STORM data (left and middle panels in Figure 8A); and then smoothed the STORM data in the square

area by convoluting with a Gaussian function whose FWHM (full width at half maximum) is 60 nm

(right panel in Figure 8A). After these two processes, we obtained a smooth distribution of AC8 on a

square area with a length of 1000 nm. Next, the AC8 distribution in a hexagonal region denoted by the

white dashed line (right panel in Figure 8A) is used as the initial distribution of AC in our simulations.

Similar to the case with Turing pattern-based AKAP/AC nanodomain, the realistic concentration of

AC is unknown. As suggested by the model results with Turing pattern-based AKAP/AC nanodomain,

the AC activity plays an important role in the phase behavior of Ca2+-cAMP, and thus we also tested

two values of rescaled AC here: the first is that the largest value of AC concentration on the AKAP/AC

nanodomain is rescaled to 9600 copies/μm2 (upper right panel in Figure 8B), and the second is 4800

copies/μm2 (lower right panel in Figure 8B). Additionally, the initial distribution of AKAP is always

rescaled to ensure the highest concentration on AKAP/AC nanodomain of 9600 copies/μm2.

The two different rescalings of the AC activity result in distinct phase behavior. The first rescal-

ing shows in-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation on and outside the AKAP/AC nanodomains (upper right

panel in Figure 8B). For the second rescaling of 4800 copies/μm2, the in-phase cAMP oscillation

on AKAP/AC nanodomains and perfectly out-of-phase cAMP oscillation outside the AKAP/AC nan-

odomains arise again (lower right panel in Figure 8B; Figure 8C-D). Therefore, our model predicts

that the AC activity is essential for the phase difference between Ca2+-cAMP even for a realistic dis-

tribution of AKAP/AC nanodomains.
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Figure 8: Prediction of the time delay from a realistic distribution of AKAP/AC nanodomains.

(A) Extraction of AC8 data from STORM image. The AC8 STORM data (left panel) is from [32],

where the red dashed line indicates the boundary of a single cell. We selected an area with 1000

nm length and 10000 nm width (middle panel), then smoothed the STORM data in this small area

by a Gaussian function with FWHM (full width at half maximum) of 60 nm, and finally obtained

a smooth distribution of AC8 on the small area (right panel). We chose a hexagon indicated by

the white dashed line as the distribution of AC in the following simulations. (B) The dynamics of

Ca2+ and cAMP on the AKAP/AC nanodomain (i) and outside the AKAP/AC nanodomain (ii) when

the initial distribution of AC is from (A). The initial distribution of AKAP is set to be the same

as that of AC. Two cases are studied: the AC has the same maximal values as before (i.e., 9600

copies/μm2) (upper right panel); the AC level is halved (lower right panel). (C) The in-phase and

perfectly out-of-phase oscillations in the lower right panel in (B). (D) The time delay as a function

of the distance to the AKAP/AC nanodomain. (E) Summary of Ca2+-cAMP oscillation, underlying

biochemical mechanisms, and the effect of the biophysical properties of the cell. (F) The core motif

of the Ca2+/cAMP circuit – incoherent feedforward loop from Ca2+ to cAMP and the feedback from

cAMP to Ca2+.

3 Discussion

Signaling nanodomains and biomolecular condensates are ubiquitous within the cell. They regulate

signaling transduction pathways by sequestering biochemical reactions. However, how these signal-

ing aggregates precisely regulate intracellular pathways remains elusive, especially when taking the

nonuniform size and distribution of these signaling aggregates in the cell into consideration. Here,

we looked at the intersection of AKAP/AC nanodomain and the Ca2+/cAMP pathway in detail and

studied the underlying biochemical mechanisms and potential biophysical effects.

We developed a 3D reaction-diffusion model and different types of preexisting AKAP/AC nan-

odomains to study how AC and PDE activities, compartment size, and pattern of AKAP/AC nan-

odomains affect the phase shift between Ca2+ and cAMP oscillation. Through simulating the 3D

reaction-diffusion model with a Gaussian distribution-modeled AKAP/AC nanodomain, we revealed

the paradoxical role of AC and PDE: active AC and active PDE drive in-phase oscillation on AKAP/AC
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nanodomains and out-of-phase oscillation outside AKAP/AC nanodomains, respectively (first and

second columns in Figure 8E). It should be noted that the out-of-phase oscillation is perfect, which is

validated by the close match of Ca2+ trough time and cAMP peak time in the experiment. Such para-

doxical role of AC and PDE in regulating the phase shift between Ca2+ and cAMP can be explained

by a simple incoherent feedforward loop and predicted by varying AC activity in the 3D reaction-

diffusion model. Furthermore, the important role of AC in regulating phase delay between Ca2+ and

cAMP has been demonstrated by knocking down AC, overexpressing AC, or disturbing the interaction

between AKAP and AC (Figure 2(d-e) and Figure 5(b) in [32]). Moreover, these in-phase and per-

fectly out-of-phase behaviors persist in most cases, but the time delay for the perfectly out-of-phase

behavior depends on the compartment size (third column in Figure 8E). Furthermore, the simulation

results with Turing pattern-based and AC STORM data-based AKAP/AC nanodomains predicted the

important role of nanodomain pattern and AC activity in coordinating the phase between Ca2+ and

cAMP.

Interestingly, we found that the phase shift between Ca2+ and cAMP is controlled by an incoherent

feedforward loop: the activating Ca2+-AC-cAMP pathway and the inhibiting Ca2+-PDE-cAMP path-

way (Figure 8F). Although the cAMP can regulate the Ca2+ level by a feedback loop through PKA

(Figure 8F), it seems that the difference in oscillatory dynamics of cAMP at distinct cellular loca-

tions does not result in diverse Ca2+ dynamics due to the fast diffusion of Ca2+. Several well-known

biological functions of the incoherent feedforward loop include achieving adaptation [54, 55, 61], reg-

ulating structural plasticity [56], processing oscillation [50], detecting fold-change [52], generating

non-monotonic gene input functions [51], and facilitating adaptive tuning of gene expression [53], but

the phase regulation of second messengers is first discovered in this work to our knowledge. Since the

cell decodes information involved in second messengers to regulate gene transcription [14, 31, 62],

the incoherent feedforward loop may play a broad role in gene expression.

The exploration of mechanisms of in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase behavior in this work may

help to understand the synchronization in oscillatory systems. The synchronization, which is widely

observed in circadian clocks [63], long-term memory[64, 65], and collective behavior in cell popu-

lations [66, 67], is referred to as the locked phase for several interacting biological oscillators. De-

pending on the phase difference, the synchronization includes in-phase synchronization, anti-phase

(or perfectly out-of-phase) synchronization, and synchronization with an arbitrary phase shift. There-

fore, if we regarded the Ca2+ and cAMP as two biological oscillators, their in-phase and perfectly
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out-of-phase behavior are two types of synchronization. Our numerical results suggest that improving

the activation strength from one oscillator to the other (v in Equation (2)) can only lead to a sudden

change from perfectly out-of-phase synchronization to in-phase synchronization rather than a contin-

uous change. Furthermore, a continuous change in phase difference can be achieved by tuning the

basal inhibition rate of the downstream oscillator (k2 in the main text), and the large rate results in the

in-phase or perfectly out-of-phase synchronization.

Our work demonstrates the role of biophysical properties of the cell in Ca2+-cAMP oscillation,

which is another evidence that the biophysical properties of cells encode the signaling information.

One important biophysical property of cells is cell shape. For example, cell aspect ratio affects cy-

tosolic calcium levels in vascular smooth muscle cells [68]; the structure and the shape of the dendrite

spine regulate AMPAR dynamics and energy landscape [69, 70]; the cell eccentricity encodes the

information of growth factor receptor pathways [71]. While most studies focused on the change in

the increase or decrease of intracellular signaling levels, our work observed the change in period and

phase for oscillatory signaling molecules. Apart from the cell shape, the distribution of AKAP/AC

nanodomains also plays a role in Ca2+-cAMP oscillation. This result implies the importance of the

signaling hubs, which has been revealed in many biological systems [72, 73, 74, 75]. The major

function of signaling hubs is to sequester the chemical reactions to ensure their occurrence in the

right locations, and AKAP/AC nanodomains also exhibit similar behavior: the activation of AC can

only happen on AKAP/AC nanodomains, and thus guarantees the high value of cAMP on AKAP/AC

nanodomains.

The phase behavior of Ca2+-cAMP in pancreatic β cell may be crucial to insulin secretion. The

cAMP not only affects the Ca2+ level as modeled in this work but also regulates PKA and guanine

exchange factor Epac, two types of signaling molecules that contribute to secretory granule trafficking

and exocytosis. On the one hand, both PKA and Epac improve the mobilization of secretory granules,

resulting in fast replenishment of readily releasable granules [76, 77, 78]. On the other hand, several

proteins involved in the exocytosis process have been identified as substrates of PKA or interacted

with Epac, such as SNAP-25 and Snapin [79, 80, 81, 82]. Moreover, AKAP nanodomains can anchor

both PKA and Epac [83, 84], and thus may drive the oscillation of PKA and Epac during pulsatile

insulin secretion.

The AKAP/AC nanodomains mediate the phase difference between Ca2+ and cAMP. Such nan-

odomains have been extensively found in the intracellular space as well as biomolecular condensates
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[85, 86, 87, 88]. These signaling nanodomains and biomolecular condensates are able to directly

regulate cellular processes, and dysregulations of these complexes are likely indicated as potential

drivers of oncogenic activity. For example, the tumor suppressor SPOP (speckle-type POZ protein)

granules are disrupted in the presence of SPOP mutations that promote prostate cancer progression

[89, 90]; the stress granules, which are composed of mRNA transcripts, RNA-binding proteins, and

translation machinery to prevent cell apoptosis from stressful conditions, are markedly upregulated

in cancer cells, resulting in more stress-resistant cancer cells [91, 92]; the promyelocytic leukemia

(PML) nuclear bodies have been found to contribute to the telomere lengthening in cancer cells, thus

improving the replicative ability of cancer cells [93, 94]; the flat clathrin lattice (FCL) is located on

the cell membrane, providing sustained signaling hubs for epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),

and the disruption of FCL leads to a decreased level of active EGFR on the cell membrane [72].

In addition to its application in receptor nanodomains, the Turing model is commonly employed

to understand mechanisms underlying a wide range of biological patterns such as sea shell patterns,

hair follicle spacing, hydra regeneration, lung branching and digits formation [95, 96, 97, 98]. With

a simple interaction network incorporating a short-range positive feedback and a long-range negative

feedback (i.e., a slowly diffusing activator and a rapidly diffusing inhibitor), the Turing model is able to

reproduce diverse spatial patterns. For example, a simple Turing reaction-diffusion model consisting

of the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated species of Polo-like-kinase 4 (PLK4), is used to explain

how mother centrioles break symmetry to generate a single daughter [99]. When taking the intrinsic

noise into account, the stochastic version of Turing model can further relax parameter constraints

such as the ratio of activator–inhibitor diffusion coefficients, which is validated in a synthetic bacterial

population where the signaling molecules form a stochastic activator–inhibitor system [100].

Although we used the Turing model to explain the formation of AKAP/AC nanodomains, it is

not the only one that can generate the pattern. For example, the particle-based model [57, 58, 59,

60], lattice model [101, 102], and Cahn–Hilliard equation [103, 104, 105] can also produce patterns.

The Cahn–Hilliard equation is well-known as the model for phase separation, but recently it has

been used to model the formation of nanodomains on cell membranes. We also note that the Turing

pattern in this work is a qualitative match but not a quantitative one, since the size of Turing pattern

was not fitted to experimental data. In addition to the limitation in choosing the patterning model,

another limitation in our work is that we did not consider the existence of RIα (a subunit of PKA)

condensates in the cytosol, which can accumulate cAMP locally [75]; future work is expected to
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incorporate RIα condensates to fill the knowledge gap. Another limitation is that we neglected the

biological noise in the Ca2+/cAMP circuit. Despite these limitations, our findings of Ca2+-cAMP

interacting through an incoherent feedforward loop to regulate their in and out-of-phase oscillations on

AKAP/AC nanodomains sheds light on how spatial arrangement of molecules can regulate temporal

dynamics of second messengers in different cellular locations.
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Supplement

S1 3D reaction-diffusion model

To investigate the underlying biochemical mechanism and the effect of biophysical properties of the

cell as mentioned in Figure 1B, we used the 3D reaction-diffusion model in [32] to describe the

dynamics of Ca2+, cAMP, and other molecules that interact with Ca2+ and cAMP. Next, we introduced

this model and listed the equations below.

S1.1 Chemical species or quantities

For the Ca2+-cAMP circuit, we considered 22 chemical species or quantities in total (Figure 1C).

On the one hand, there are 13 chemical species in the cytosol (non-highlighted species in Figure

1C), including calcium, cAMP, CaM (calmodulin), PDE (Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase), PKA

(protein kinase A), and complexes of these molecules. On the other hand, there are 9 chemical species

or quantities on the membrane (highlighted in yellow in Figure 1C), such as membrane voltage, K+

channel, AC (Adenylyl cyclase), AKAP, and complexes of these molecules. These molecules in the

cytosol and on the membrane have been proven to play crucial roles in regulating the Ca2+-cAMP

pathway [8, 106, 107]. For the full list of species, we refer the readers to Table S1.

S1.2 Chemical reactions

The dynamics of these 22 chemical species or quantities are governed by 25 chemical reactions (v1-

25 in Figure 1C). The Ca2+ in the cytosol can bind to CaM, leading to the activation of inactive PDE

and inactive AC (v1-8). Since the inactive AC has been validated to be co-localized with AKAP by

forming AKAP/AC nanodomains on the cell membrane [32], the activation of inactive AC caused

by the Ca2+/CaM complex is only distributed on the AKAP/AC nanodomain. Then, the active AC

(denoted as AC*) on AKAP/AC nanodomains can improve the synthesis of cAMP (v9), while the

active PDE (denoted as PDE*) degrades the cAMP in the cytosol (v10-13). Under the stimulus of

cAMP, PKA in the cytosol is activated (v14-15). Another pathway to activate PKA is localized at the

AKAP/AC nanodomain: AKAP binds to inactive PKA (v16-18) in the absence of cAMP, and these

inactive PKA will also become active and dissociate with AKAP in the presence of cAMP (v19-20).

Those active PKA can increase the synthesis of Ca2+ (v24-25). Besides, Ca2+ level is also affected by
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the membrane voltage (v24), and the latter is modeled by the classical Hodgkin–Huxley model. The

Hodgkin–Huxley model describes the dynamics of membrane voltage, and the following ion channels

are taken into consideration (v21-23): Ca2+ channel, K+ channel, Ca2+ gated K+ channel, and the leak

channel. For the full list of chemical reactions, we refer the readers to Table S2.

According to the type of reaction, these 25 reactions can be categorized into two classes: the first

type is the production, degradation, or binding event (solid arrows in Figure 1C), and the other is the

regulatory reaction (dashed arrows in Figure 1C). For the first type, the species before and after the

arrow are the reactant and product, respectively. For example, AC + Ca2CaM ↔ CaM · AC means

that the AC can bind to Ca2CaM and thus form the complex CaM · AC. However, for the second

type, the species before the arrow regulates the chemical reaction instead of working as the reactant;

for instance, the reaction v12 means that the active PDE enhances the cAMP degradation. Due to the

meaning of each type, one key difference between these two types is that the species before the arrow

will be consumed for the first type of reaction but not for the second type of reaction.

S1.3 Compartment

As mentioned before, though calcium and cAMP are mostly distributed in the cytosol, they both can

interact with molecules on the cell membrane, such as AKAP and AC. To take these chemical reactions

on cell membrane into consideration, we chose a small compartment in one cell, that is, a hexagonal

prism (Figure 1C), where the top surface (denoted by Γ) represents the cell membrane and the volume

under the top surface (denoted by Ω) the cytosol. Besides, the height and width of the compartment

are set to be 600 nm and 400 nm respectively, which are consistent with those in [32]. However, in

order to study the effect of the compartment size on the time delay between Ca2+ and cAMP, the height

and width may vary, which are labeled in figures and illustrated in the main text.

S1.4 Governing equations

To describe the dynamics of 22 chemical species in the compartment, the 3D diffusion-reaction model

in [32] is adopted, which is shown as follows:
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[Ca2+]t = −2j1 − j2 − j3 − 2j7 + j25 +DCa2+∇2[Ca2+]

[CaM]t = −j1 +DCaM∇2[CaM]

[Ca2CaM]t = j1 − j2 − j6 +DCa2CaM∇2[Ca2+]

[Ca3CaM]t = j2 − j3 +DCa3CaM∇2[Ca3CaM]

[Ca4CaM]t = j3 − j8 +DCa4CaM∇2[Ca4CaM]

[PDE]t = −j6 − j8 +DPDE∇2[PDE]

[CaM · PDE]t = j6 − j7 +DCaM·PDE∇2[CaM · PDE]

[PDE∗]t = j7 + j8 +DPDE∗∇2[PDE∗]

[cAMP]t = −j10 − j11 − j12 − j13 − 2j14 − 2j15

+DcAMP∇2[cAMP]

[R2]t = j15 +DR2∇2[R2]

[R2C]t = j14 − j15 +DR2C∇2[R2C]

[R2C2]t = −j14 +DR2C2∇2[R2C2]

[PKA]t = j14 + j15 +DPKA∇2[PKA]

in Ω



Vt = 1
Cm

(
− IKCa − ICa − IL − IK

)
+DV ∇2

ΓV

wt = j23

[AC]t = −j4

[CaM ·AC]t = j4 − j5

[AC∗]t = j5

[AKAP]t = −j16 − j17 − j18

[AKAP-R2]t = j18 + j20

[AKAP-R2C]t = j19 − j20 + j17

[AKAP-R2C2]t = j16 − j19

on Γ

(S1)

where [· · · ] denotes the concentration of species except the membrane voltage V and K+ channel open

probability w. The Γ is the top surface of the compartment, and Ω is the volume under Γ (see Figure
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1C). The term on the right-hand side is the time derivative, and that on the left-hand side is composed

of reaction parts (j1 to j20, IKCa/Cm, ICa/Cm, IL/Cm, IK/Cm, and j23 to j25) and diffusion parts

(DX∇2[X], X = Ca2+,CaM, · · · ,PKA, and DV ∇2
Γ[V ]). For reaction parts, the j1 to j20 represent

the flux of reactions v1-20, respectively; IKCa, ICa, IL, and IK are ion channel currents; Cm is the

capacitance of cell membrane; the j23 to j25 represent the flux of reactions v23-25 respectively (see

Tables S2 and S3). Note that the flux of the production, degradation or binding event (solid arrows

in Figure 1C) will lead to not only the consumption of reactants but also the production of products.

However, the reaction that regulates other reactions (dashed arrows in Figure 1C) only affects the

reaction rate while maintaining the concentration of regulator species. As for diffusion parts, the

DX (X = Ca2+,CaM, · · · ,PKA,V) denotes the diffusion coefficient of species X (see Table S4

for exact values); the ∇2 is the Laplace operator representing ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2
+ ∂2

∂z2
; the ∇2

Γ denotes the

diffusion on the cell membrane Γ and is defined as ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2
.

As for the boundary condition, most of species are assumed to have the zero flux on the boundary

Γ, and those with non-zero fluxes on Γ are listed as follows:

−DCa2+
−→n · ∇[Ca2+] = j24 − 2j5, on Γ

−DCa2CaM
−→n · ∇[Ca2CaM] = −j4, on Γ

−DcAMP
−→n · ∇[cAMP] = j9 − 2j19 − 2j20, on Γ

−DR2
−→n · ∇[R2] = −j18, on Γ

−DR2C
−→n · ∇[R2C] = −j17, on Γ

−DR2C2
−→n · ∇[R2C2] = −j16, on Γ

−DPKA
−→n · ∇[PKA] = j19 + j20, on Γ

(S2)

where −→n denotes the exterior normal vector to the membrane Γ. These non-zero fluxes result from

the reactions whose reactant or product is located on the cell membrane Γ. For the six surfaces sur-

rounding the compartment, periodic boundary conditions are applied. The bottom surface is assumed

to have zero fluxes.

The initial condition for species in the cytosol is set to be uniformly distributed (see Table S5 for

exact values). For those species on the membrane, their initial conditions are set to be 0 except for

AKAP and AC (Table S5). Since AKAP can form nanodomains [32], we used the following Gaussian

distribution to model one AKAP nanodomain:

[AKAP]|t=0 = A
1√
2πσ

exp
(
− 1

2

(x− x0)
2 + (y − y0)

2

σ2

)
, (x, y) ∈ Γ (S3)
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where σ and A are set to be 25 nm and 6.1446E11 copies/nm respectively. The x0 and y0 denote

the x and y coordinates of the nanodomain center. For example, in Figure 1D where the AKAP/AC

nanodomain is at the center of the cell membrane Γ, the x0 and y0 are both zero. Moreover, the initial

concentration of AC on the cell membrane is set to be the same as that of AKAP, unless otherwise

specified. Besides, the derivative of the concentration with respect to time for all species is set to be 0

at time 0 (Table S5).

S1.5 Numerical simulations

To simulate the dynamics of all molecules in the above mathematical model, we used COMSOL Multi-

physics7.1 to numerically solve equations (S1) and (S2). The COMSOL files are available at https:

//github.com/RangamaniLabUCSD/Qiao_et_al_cAMP-Calcium-on-AKAP-AC-nanodomains.

S2 A simple ODE model

To simplify the equation (1), the time t is multiplied by m, and v and k1 are normalized by m. For the

simplicity of notation, we kept the notation of parameters and obtained the following equation:

dx

dt
= vS(t/m) + k1 − [S(t/m) + k2]x.

It can be seen that the parameter m only influences the period of the signal. Since the period of Ca2+

is the same in the entire compartment, we can fix the value of m to 1 and get the equation (2).

S3 Interaction between two nanodomains does not affect the time delay

for the perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation

We investigated how the distribution of AKAP/AC nanodomains affects the phase difference between

Ca2+-cAMP. We extended our model to include two AKAP/AC nanodomains on the cell membrane but

with three distinct distances 240 nm (Figure S2A), 320 nm (Figure S2B), and 400 nm (Figure S2C).

We found that the in-phase cAMP oscillation on the AKAP/AC nanodomains and perfectly out-of-

phase cAMP oscillation outside the AKAP/AC nanodomains still hold (Figure S2A-D). Furthermore,

the time delay for the perfectly out-of-phase case is always near 75 seconds although the distance
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between two AKAP/AC nanodomains is distinct (Figure S2E). This result suggests that the distance

between two AKAP/AC nanodomains has no effect on the time delay.

S4 Turing pattern based AKAP/AC nanodomain

In order to use the Turing pattern as the initial condition of AKAP/AC nanodomain, we assumed that

the formation of AKAP/AC nanodomains is much faster than reactions in the Ca2+-cAMP circuit, and

thus we directly used the Turing pattern in the lower middle panel in Figure 7A. Note that we did

not couple equation (3) into equation (S1). We also assumed that the diffusion coefficients of AKAP

and AC are zero once the Turing pattern is formed, corresponding to the zero diffusion terms in the

equations for AKAP and AC in the 3D reaction-diffusion model.
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Table S1: Chemical species or quantities

Abbreviation Explanation

Species in the cytosol

Ca2+ Calcium

CaM Calmodulin

Ca2CaM Ca2+-bound CaM with two Ca2+ atoms

Ca3CaM Ca2+-bound CaM with three Ca2+ atoms

Ca4CaM Ca2+-bound CaM with four Ca2+ atoms

PDE Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase (inactive form)

CaM · PDE Complex of CaM and PDE

PDE* Activated PDE

cAMP Cyclic adenosine monophosphate

R2 Protein kinase A with only two regulatory subunits

R2C Protein kinase A with one catalytic subunit and two regulatory subunits

R2C2 Protein kinase A with two catalytic subunits and two regulatory subunits

PKA Active protein kinase A

Species on the membrane

V Membrane voltage

w K+ channel open probability

AC Adenylyl cyclase (inactive form)

CaM · AC Complex of CaM and AC

AC* Activated AC

AKAP A-kinase anchoring protein

AKAP-R2C2 Complex of AKAP and R2C2

AKAP-R2C Complex of AKAP and R2C

AKAP-R2 Complex of AKAP and R2
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Table S2: Chemical reactions

# Reaction Reaction flux

v1 Ca2+ + CaM ↔ Ca2CaM j1 = kf [Ca
2+][CaM]− kr[Ca2CaM]

v2 Ca2+ + Ca2CaM ↔ Ca3CaM j2 = kf [Ca
2+][Ca2CaM]− kr[Ca3CaM]

v3 Ca2+ + Ca3CaM ↔ Ca4CaM j3 = kf [Ca
2+][Ca3CaM]− kr[Ca4CaM]

v4 AC + Ca2CaM ↔ CaM · AC j4 = kf [AC][Ca2CaM]− kr[CaM ·AC]

v5 CaM · AC + 2 Ca2+ ↔ AC* j5 = Kcat
[Ca2+][CaM·AC]

[Ca2+]+Km
− kr[AC

∗]

v6 PDE + Ca2CaM ↔ CaM · PDE j6 = kf [PDE][Ca2CaM]− kr[CaM · PDE]

v7 CaM · PDE + 2 Ca2+ ↔ PDE* j7 = Kcat
[Ca2+][CaM·PDE]

[Ca2+]+Km
− kr[AC

∗]

v8 PDE + Ca4CaM ↔ PDE* j8 = kf [PDE][Ca4CaM]− kr[PDE∗]

v9 → cAMP j9 = kbase([CaM ·AC] +ACind + [AC∗]) + kact[AC
∗]

v10 cAMP→ j10 = kbase[PDE] [cAMP]
[cAMP]+Km

v11 cAMP→ j11 = kbase[CaM · PDE] [cAMP]
[cAMP]+Km

v12 cAMP→ j12 = kact[PDE∗] [cAMP]
[cAMP]+Km

v13 cAMP→ j13 = kbase
[cAMP]

[cAMP]+Km

v14 2 cAMP + R2C2↔R2C + PKA j14 = kf [cAMP]2[R2C2]− kr[R2C][PKA]

v15 2 cAMP + R2C↔R2 + PKA j15 = kf [cAMP]2[R2C]− kr[R2][PKA]

v16 AKAP + R2C2↔AKAP-R2C2 j16 = kf [AKAP][R2C2]− kr[AKAP-R2C2]

v17 AKAP + R2C↔AKAP-R2C j17 = kf [AKAP][R2C]− kr[AKAP-R2C]

v18 AKAP + R2↔AKAP-R2 j18 = kf [AKAP][R2]− kr[AKAP-R2]

v19
2 cAMP + AKAP-R2C2 ↔

j19 = kf [cAMP]2[AKAP-R2C2]− kr[AKAP-R2C][PKA]
AKAP-R2C + PKA

v20
2 cAMP + AKAP-R2C↔

j20 = kf [cAMP]2[AKAP-R2C]− kr[AKAP-R2][PKA]
AKAP-R2 + PKA

v21

Ca2+ gated K+ channel current IKCa = gKCa(V − EKCa)
[Ca2+]

[Ca2+]+KKCa

Ca2+ channel current ICa = gCa(V − ECa)
1+tanh

(
V −v1
v2

)
2

Leak channel current IL = gL(V − EL)

v22 K+ channel current IK = gK(V − EK)w
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v23 K+ channel open j23 = ϕ
(1+tanh

(
V −v3
v4

)
2 − w

)
cosh

(
V−v3
2v4

)
v24 →Ca2+ j24 =

(
− αICa − vLPM [Ca2+]

)
(1 + kPKAV [PKA])

v25 →Ca2+ j25 = CkIP3R[PKA]A[Ca2+](Castores−[Ca2+])

1+A[Ca2+]+B[Ca2+]2
− Vs[Ca2+]2

K2
S+[Ca2+]2
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Table S3: Kinetic parameters for chemical reactions (from [32])

Kinetic parameters Definitions Values

Cm Capacitance of cell membrane 5.3 pF

kf in j1 Forward rate 3.6 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j1 Backward rate 8 s– 1

kf in j2 Forward rate 11 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j2 Backward rate 195 s– 1

kf in j3 Forward rate 59 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j3 Backward rate 500 s– 1

kf in j4 Forward rate 6.8 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j4 Backward rate 10 s– 1

Kcat in j5 Forward rate 90 s– 1

Km in j5 Activation constant 1 μM

kr in j5 Backward rate 10 s– 1

kf in j6 Forward rate 0.25 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j6 Backward rate 1 s– 1

Kcat in j7 Forward rate 60 s– 1

Km in j7 Half-maximal effective concentration 1 μM

kr in j7 Backward rate 1 s– 1

kf in j8 Forward rate 0.25 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j8 Backward rate 0.1 s– 1

kbase in j9 Basal activation rate 0.2 s– 1

kact in j9 Activation rate caused by active AC 23.55 s– 1

ACind in j9 Basal AC level 3E-8 mol/m2

kbase in j10 Basal activation rate 0.6 s– 1

Km in j10 Half-maximal effective concentration 0.6 μM

kbase in j11 Basal activation rate 0.6 s– 1

Km in j11 Half-maximal effective concentration 0.6 μM

kact in j12 Activation rate for active AC 720 s– 1
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Km in j12 Half-maximal effective concentration 0.6 μM

kbase in j13 Basal activation rate 0.25 μM · s– 1

Km in j13 Half-maximal effective concentration 1.4 μM

kf in j14 Forward rate 33.33 s– 1 · μM– 2

kr in j14 Backward rate 20 s– 1 · μM– 1

kf in j15 Forward rate 33.33 s– 1 · μM– 2

kr in j15 Backward rate 20 s– 1 · μM– 1

kf in j16 Forward rate 1 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j16 Backward rate 0.1 s– 1

kf in j17 Forward rate 1 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j17 Backward rate 0.1 s– 1

kf in j18 Forward rate 1 s– 1 · μM– 1

kr in j18 Backward rate 0.1 s– 1

kf in j19 Forward rate 33.33 s– 1 · μM– 2

kr in j19 Backward rate 20 s– 1 · μM– 1

kf in j20 Forward rate 33.33 s– 1 · μM– 2

kr in j20 Backward rate 20 s– 1 · μM– 2

gKCa in IKCa Conductance of Ca2+ gated K+ channel 2000 pS

EKCa in IKCa Voltage of Ca2+ gated K+ channel -75 mV

KKCa in IKCa Half-maximal effective concentration 5 μM

gCa in ICa Conductance of Ca2+ channel 600 pS

ECa in ICa Voltage of Ca2+ channel 100 mV

v1 in ICa Normalization factor -20 mV

v2 in ICa Normalization factor 24 mV

gL in IL Conductance of leak channel 150 pS

EL in IL Voltage of leak channel -75 mV

gK in IK Conductance of K+ channel 260 pS

EK in IK Voltage of K+ channel -75 mV

ϕ in j23 Time scale 35 s– 1

v3 in j23 Normalization factor -16 mV
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v4 in j23 Normalization factor 11.2 mV

ICa in j24 Ca2+ channel current See v21

α in j24 Activation rate 414.6 μM · m · s– 1A– 1

vLPM in j24 Activation rate 7.5E-9 (s · μM)– 1

kPKAV in j24 Activation rate 100 μM– 1

Ks in j25 Half-maximal effective concentration 10 μM

Castores in j25 Total Ca2+ in the cytosol 1.56 μM

Vs in j25 Activation rate 0.1 μM · s– 1

kIP3R in j25 Activation rate caused by IP3 receptor 0.05 μM · s– 1

A in j25 Reaction rate constant 0.2869 μM– 1

B in j25 Reaction rate constant 2.869 μM– 2

C in j25 Reaction rate constant 0.2133
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Table S4: Diffusion coefficients (from [32])

Kinetic parameters Definitions Values

DCa2+ Diffusion coefficient of Ca2+ 100 μm2 s– 1

DCaM Diffusion coefficient of CaM 10 μm2 s– 1

DCa2CaM Diffusion coefficient of CaM2CaM 10 μm2 s– 1

DCa3CaM Diffusion coefficient of CaM3CaM 10 μm2 s– 1

DCa4CaM Diffusion coefficient of CaM4CaM 10 μm2 s– 1

DPDE Diffusion coefficient of PDE 10 μm2 s– 1

DCaM·PDE Diffusion coefficient of CaM · PDE 10 μm2 s– 1

DPDE∗ Diffusion coefficient of PDE* 10 μm2 s– 1

DcAMP Diffusion coefficient of cAMP 60 μm2 s– 1

DR2 Diffusion coefficient of R2 10 μm2 s– 1

DR2C Diffusion coefficient of R2C 10 μm2 s– 1

DR2C2 Diffusion coefficient of R2C2 10 μm2 s– 1

DPKA Diffusion coefficient of PKA 0.01 μm2 s– 1

DV Diffusion coefficient of the membrane voltage 1 μm2 s– 1
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Table S5: Parameters related to initial conditions (from [32])

Kinetic parameters Definitions Values

[Ca2+]0 Initial condition of [Ca2+] 0.001 μM

[CaM]0 Initial condition of [CaM] 2.9 μM

[Ca2CaM]0 Initial condition of [CaM2CaM] 0.1 μM

[Ca3CaM]0 Initial condition of [CaM3CaM] 4E-3 μM

[Ca4CaM]0 Initial condition of [CaM4CaM] 1E-2 μM

[PDE]0 Initial condition of [PDE] 0.9 μM

[CaM · PDE]0 Initial condition of [CaM · PDE] 1E-3 μM

[PDE∗]0 Initial condition of [PDE*] 1E-3 μM

[cAMP]0 Initial condition of [cAMP] 4E-6 μM

[R2]0 Initial condition of [R2] 0.04 μM

[R2C]0 Initial condition of [R2C] 0

[R2C2]0 Initial condition of [R2C2] 0.2 μM

[PKA]0 Initial condition of [PKA] 0.05 μM

V0 Initial condition of the membrane voltage V -60 mV

w0 Initial condition of the K+ channel open probability w 0

[AC]0 Initial condition of [AC]
Specified in

the main text

[CaM ·AC]0 Initial condition of [CaM · AC] 0

[AC∗]0 Initial condition of [AC*] 0

[AKAP]0 Initial condition of [AKAP]
Specified in

the main text

[AKAP-R2]0 Initial condition of [AKAP-R2] 0

[AKAP-R2C]0 Initial condition of [AKAP-R2C] 0

[AKAP-R2C2]0 Initial condition of [AKAP-R2C2] 0

∂X
∂t |t=0

The derivative of X w.r.t time at t= 0
0

(X = [Ca2+], [CaM], ..., [AKAP-R2C2])
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Table S6: Kinetic parameters in the Turing model (from [48])

Kinetic parameters Values

b 0.1 s– 1

m1 0.04 s– 1

m2 1 s– 1

β 0.05 s– 1

µ 0.07 s– 1

Dr 1.25×10−3
μm2 s– 1

Ds 2.5×10−5
μm2 s– 1

r 0.05

s 0.05
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Figure S1: The effect of membrane curvature on the time delay. (A-B) The dynamics of Ca2+ and

cAMP for inward membrane (A) and outward membrane (B). Only two locations are considered: on

the center of AKAP/AC nanodomains (i), and at the edge of the membrane (ii). (C) The in-phase

and perfectly out-of-phase cAMP behavior in (A-B). (D) The time delay of peaks between Ca2+ and

cAMP as a function of the distance x in (A-B). The x denotes the distance from the center to the edge

of the cell membrane.
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Figure S2: Time delay for the perfectly out-of-phase Ca2+-cAMP oscillation is not affected by

the distance between two AKAP/AC nanodomains. (A) The Ca2+ and cAMP dynamics where two

AKAP/AC nanodomains exist on the cell membrane with a distance of 240 nm. Dynamics on one

AKAP/AC nanodomain (i) and at the edge of the compartment (ii) are shown. (B-C) Same plots as

(A) except for the distance between two AKAP/AC nanodomains (320 nm in B and 400 nm in C).

(D) The in-phase and perfectly out-of-phase oscillations in (A-C). (E) The time delay in (A-C) as a

function of the distance x to the center of the membrane compartment. The lower panel shows the

magnified view of the Ca2+ and cAMP dynamics when x is close to the critical value, whose definition

is mentioned in the caption of Figure 6E.
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